Unanswered questions about the structure of cytochrome bc1 complexes.
X-ray crystal structures of bc1 complexes obtained over the last 15 years have provided a firm structural basis for our understanding of the complex. For the most part there is good agreement between structures from different species, different crystal forms, and with different inhibitors bound. In this review we focus on some of the remaining unexplained differences, either between the structures themselves or the interpretations of the structural observations. These include the structural basis for the motion of the Rieske iron-sulfur protein in response to inhibitors, a possible conformational change involving tyrosine132 of cytochrome (cyt) b, the presence of cis-peptides at the beginnings of transmembrane helices C, E, and H, the structural insight into the function of the so-called "Core proteins", different modelings of the retained signal peptide, orientation of the low-potential heme b, and chirality of the Met ligand to heme c1. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Respiratory complex III and related bc complexes.